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WELCOME
Welcome to the Fifth Annual Alaska Training Institute: Trauma & Advanced
Skills for Substance Use Disorders!
The Alaska Addiction Professionals Association (AAPA) and NAADAC, the
Association for Addiction Professionals, are excited to have you at the
first-ever virtual Annual Alaska Training Institute.
This year’s conference, sponsored in part by the Alaska Department of
Health and Social Services Division of Behavioral Health, will provide you
with in-depth, specialized training that addresses the latest innovations,
best practices, trends, and issues that impact all addiction-focused
professionals and advance the treatment of addiction and substance use
disorders.
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Our presenters include both Alaskan native and nationally recognized
trainers who will provide you with the education you need to treat your
clients in today’s world. Trainings at this year’s conference will also satisfy
the Alaska Commission for Behavioral Health Certification (ACBHC)
Qualified Addiction Professional (QAP) category requirements. Please see
page 3 for more information.
We know that a move to a virtual format is a big change, and we want you
to know that we are here to help you have the best possible virtual
conference experience. Our interactive virtual conference platform will
allow you to fully engage in the conference experience and network with
NAADAC and AAPA leadership, NAADAC staff, exhibitors, and speakers
through direct messaging, chats during sessions, and virtual discussion
boards. You can also network with your fellow addiction professionals
from Alaska and across the country in a General Network Chat or the
Alaska Professionals Networking Chat discussion board, and download the
conference app to access all of the content right on your phone or tablet.

Thank You to All Our Sponsors and
Exhibitors
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This year’s Virtual Exhibit Hall features over a dozen exhibitors showcasing
products, services, and resources that could help your clinical practice.
Pop into a Zoom Exhibit Booth to have real-time conversations with exhibitors or schedule individual meetings to connect more in-depth. You also
have the opportunity to win prizes from exhibitors and NAADAC through
our Play to Win challenge! Prizes include a complimentary NAADAC 2021
Annual Conference registration, a complimentary 2021 Annual Alaska
Training Institute registration, or one year of free NAADAC membership!
See page 22 for more details.
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We want to thank all of the wonderful sponsors and exhibitors for their
support in this year’s conference. We couldn’t have put it together without
you, and we are excited to meet you all virtually!
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16
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If you have any questions throughout the conference, please send a
NAADAC staff member a direct message through the virtual conference
platform, and they will be happy to answer any questions or just say hi!
NAADAC staff will also be available throughout the conference in the
NAADAC Engagement & Support Chat on the conference platform to answer any questions or help with any issues you may have.
We hope you enjoy the first virtual Annual Alaska Training Institute!
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SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 2020 - 13 CES

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 2020 - 14 CES

9:00AM - 9:15AM AKT (1:00PM - 1:15PM ET)
Welcome & Opening

8:00AM - 9:00AM AKT (12:00PM - 1:00PM ET)
Exhibit Hall

9:15AM - 10:00AM AKT (1:15PM - 2:00PM ET)
Keynote Session

9:00AM - 10:30AM AKT (1:00PM - 2:30PM ET)
Keynote Session

10:00AM - 10:30AM AKT (2:00PM - 2:30PM ET)
Exhibit Hall Break

10:30AM - 11:00AM AKT (2:30PM - 3:00PM ET)
Exhibit Hall Break

10:30AM - 11:30AM AKT (2:30PM - 3:30PM ET)
See daily schedule pages 10 – 11 for titles
BREAKOUT SESSIONS

11:00AM - 12:00PM AKT (3:00PM - 4:00PM ET)
See daily schedule pages 12 – 13 for titles
BREAKOUT SESSIONS

11:30AM - 12:00PM AKT (3:30PM - 4:00PM ET)
Exhibit Hall Break

12:00PM - 12:30PM AKT (4:00PM - 4:30PM ET)
Exhibit Hall Break

12:00PM - 1:00PM AKT (4:00PM - 5:00PM ET)
See daily schedule page 11 for titles
BREAKOUT SESSIONS

12:30PM - 1:30PM AKT (4:30PM - 5:30PM ET)
See daily schedule pages 13 – 14 for titles
BREAKOUT SESSIONS

1:00PM - 1:30PM AKT (5:00PM - 5:30PM ET)
Exhibit Hall Break

1:30PM - 2:00PM AKT (5:30PM- 6:00PM ET)
Exhibit Hall Break

1:30PM - 2:30PM AKT (5:30PM - 6:30PM ET)
See daily schedule page 11 for titles
BREAKOUT SESSIONS

2:00PM - 3:00PM AKT (6:00PM - 7:00PM ET)
See daily schedule page 14 for titles
BREAKOUT SESSIONS

2:30PM - 3:30PM AKT (6:30PM - 7:30PM ET)
Exhibit Hall Break

3:00PM - 3:30PM AKT (7:00PM - 7:30PM ET)
Exhibit Hall Break

3:30PM - 4:30PM AKT (7:30PM - 8:30PM ET)
Mutual Support Meeting

3:30PM - 4:00PM AKT (7:30PM - 8:00PM ET)
Closing Session

ACBHC QAP CATEGORIES
Trainings provided at this year’s conference satisfy
Alaska Commission for Behavioral Health Certification
(ACBHC) Qualified Addiction Professional (QAP)
category requirements. Please see the schedule on pages 10 - 14 to see which session satisfies which ACBHC
QAP category.
Categories include:

SUBJECT TRACKS
Three plenary sessions and 24 breakout sessions,
including four intensive trainings will cover:
• Clinical Skills
• Co-occurring Disorders
• Peer Recovery Support
• Practice Management

• ASAM Practice
• Co-occurring Disorders
• Documentation
• NAADAC Confidentiality
• NAADAC Ethics
• Principles and Practices of Supervision
• Recovery, Health, Wellness and Balance
• Special Issues in Behavioral Health
• Working with Diverse Populations
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GENERAL INFORMATION
SCHEDULES

VIRTUAL PROGRAMS CODE OF CONDUCT

Exhibit Hall			
Please note that the exhibit hall is open at all times during the
event. The hours listed below are the times that will not
conflict with any other conference programming.

NAADAC, the Association for Addiction Professionals, is
committed to providing a safe, productive, and welcoming
environment for all conference participants and NAADAC
staff. All participants, including, but not limited to, attendees,
speakers, volunteers, exhibitors, NAADAC staff members,
service providers, and all others, are expected to abide by
this Virtual Programs Code of Conduct. This Policy applies to
all NAADAC meeting-related events, including those sponsored by organizations other than NAADAC but held in conjunction with NAADAC events, on public or private platforms.

November 30

10:00am - 10:30am AKT
(2:00pm - 2:30pm ET)
11:30am - 12:00pm AKT
(3:30pm - 4:00pm ET)
1:00pm - 1:30pm AKT
(5:00pm - 5:30pm ET)
2:30pm - 3:30pm AKT
(6:30pm - 7:30pm ET)

December 1

8:00am - 9:00am AKT
(12:00pm - 1:00pm ET)
10:30am - 11:00am AKT
(2:30pm - 3:00pm ET)
12:00pm - 12:30pm AKT
(4:00pm - 4:30pm ET)
1:30pm - 2:00pm AKT
(5:30pm - 6:00pm ET)
3:00pm - 3:30pm AKT
(7:00pm - 7:30pm ET)

OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Virtual Mutual Support Meeting
This peer-run recovery support group will be facilitated by
Ted Perkins of SMART Recovery USA and is open to all conference registrants.
Sponsored by SMART Recovery USA.
November 30

3:30pm - 4:30pm AKT
(7:30pm - 8:30pm ET)

About SMART Recovery USA
Founded in 1994, SMART Recovery (Self-Management
and Recovery Training) is a global, nonprofit organization
that helps people overcome problematic addictive behavior through free in-person and online recovery support
meetings. SMART provides evidence-based tools that
work for participants regardless of their thoughts, beliefs
and perspective. We’re flexible, non-stigmatizing, self-empowering, and MAT-compatible.
Upcoming Meetings
Please visit www.naadac.org/calendar-of-events and www.
naadac.org/affiliate-conferences for updates on meetings
and regional events.

4
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NAADAC has zero-tolerance for any form of discrimination
or harassment by participants or our staff at our meetings or
events. If you experience harassment or hear of any incidents
of unacceptable behavior, NAADAC asks that you inform
Jessica Gleason, JD, Deputy Director, at jgleason@naadac.
org or 703-741-7686 x130 so that we can take the appropriate action.
Unacceptable Behavior is defined as:
• Harassment, intimidation, or discrimination in any form.
• Verbal abuse of any attendee, speaker, volunteer, exhibitor,
NAADAC staff member, service provider, or other meeting
guest.
• Examples of verbal abuse include, but are not limited
to, verbal comments related to gender, sexual orientation, disability, physical appearance, body size, race, religion, national origin, veteran status, inappropriate
use of nudity and/or sexual images in public spaces or
in presentations, or threatening or stalking any attendee, speaker, volunteer, exhibitor, NAADAC staff member, service provider, or other meeting guest.
• Disruption of presentations during sessions, in the exhibit
hall, or at other events organized by NAADAC throughout
the virtual meeting. All participants must comply with the
instructions of the moderator and any NAADAC virtual
event staff.
• Presentations, postings, and messages should not contain
promotional materials, special offers, job offers, product
announcements, or solicitation for services. NAADAC reserves the right to remove such messages and potentially
ban sources of those solicitations.
• Participants should not copy or take screenshots of
PowerPoint Presentations, Q&A, any chat room activity, or
any training activity that takes place in the virtual space.
NAADAC reserves the right to take any action deemed necessary and appropriate, including immediate removal from
the meeting without warning or refund, in response to any
incident of unacceptable behavior, and NAADAC reserves
the right to prohibit attendance at any future meeting, virtually or in person.
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HOW TO NAVIGATE THE VIRTUAL CONFERENCE PLATFORM
The Fifth Annual Alaska Training Institute virtual conference platform will allow you to customize your own conference
agenda, network with AAPA and NAADAC leadership, conference presenters, and fellow attendees, meet with organizations in the virtual exhibit hall, and so much more!

ACCESSING THE VIRTUAL PLATFORM
Search for “Alaska 2020” in the
Apple App Store or Google Play
Store to download the conference app on your phone or tablet
or go to www.eventmobi.com/
2020alaska to access the virtual
conference platform on your computer. We recommend attending
the conference on your computer.
Once you get to the virtual conference platform, you will be
prompted to log in. If you used
the conference app for past
NAADAC Annual Conferences,
your password will be the same as the one you used previously. If you have forgotten your password, please click on
“Forgot password” to get a reset email. If it is the first time
you have logged in, you will be prompted to create a password. You must log in using the same email address that you
used to register for the conference.

NAVIGATING THE HOME PAGE
Once you access the virtual conference platform, you will be brought
to the Home page. From here, you
can view the full conference agenda, view the speakers, and access
the virtual exhibit hall, networking
discussion boards, the NAADAC
Engagement & Support Chat, and
more!

NAVIGATING THE MENU
Click on the “MENU” icon in the
top left corner of the app or your
web browser. From there, you can
access the Home page, Main
Stage, the full agenda, your personal agenda, the virtual exhibit
hall, speakers, discussion boards,
resources,
the
NAADAC
Engagement and Support Chat,
and more.

6
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VIEWING THE MAIN STAGE
Every plenary session at the Fifth Annual Alaska Training
Institute will take place on the Main Stage. Through the
easy access “Main Stage” icon in the Menu, you can easily
access these sessions without scrolling through the agenda.

BUILDING YOUR PERSONAL AGENDA
In the Menu, click on the icon that
says, “Full Agenda.” From there, you
can see the entire conference
schedule sorted by time and sorted
by tracks.
Click on the blue “Add to Schedule”
icon on every event you want to go
to and start building your agenda!
Once you have added the sessions
you want to attend, you can view
your personal agenda by clicking on
the “Personal Agenda” icon in the
Menu.

VIEWING THE SPEAKERS
You can learn about every nationally recognized and Alaskan
native speaker presenting at the Fifth Annual Alaska
Training Institute by clicking on the “Speakers” icon on the
Home page or Menu icon. There you will find every presenter biography, their social media links, contact information, and the sessions they are presenting.
You will also be able to send speakers direct messages so
you can network and ask questions!

ACCESSING HANDOUTS
You can access the handouts and PowerPoints from the
Fifth Annual Alaska Training Institute presentations on the
individual session pages in the virtual conference platform.
Access individual session pages by clicking the “Full Agenda”
icon in the Menu. On each session’s page, you will find a
PDF of the PowerPoint presentation (if allowed by the presenter) and any handouts. Download them to take notes
during the session or review them after the session has ended!

VIRTUAL EXHIBIT HALL
Please see page 22 for more information.

HOW TO NAVIGATE THE VIRTUAL CONFERENCE PLATFORM
CONFERENCE RESOURCE CENTER

SURVEYS AND EVALUATIONS

Click on the “Resources” icon on the Home page or in the
Menu to find the Fifth Annual Alaska Training Institute resources, including this program, CE Instructions, a fillable
Word of the Session & CE Tracking Form, and our Virtual
Code of Conduct!

We want to hear from you about
your experience at the virtual Fifth
Annual Alaska Training Institute!

In addition, you will find informational materials from sponsors regarding new products and activities, NAADAC informational flyers, membership applications, and a NAADAC
committee nomination form.

DISCUSSION BOARDS
Network with your peers on the General Networking Chat
and Alaska Professionals Networking Chat Discussion
Boards!
Visit the Subject Track Discussion Boards to engage with
other attendees and discuss what you learned in breakout
and plenary sessions, ask presenters questions, and continue the dialogue. Many plenary and
breakout presenters will be joining
their subject track chat for one
hour before and one hour after
their sessions!
Go to the Home page or the Menu
and click on the icon that says
“Discussion Boards,” and then select which discussion you want to
join.
You can also find the NAADAC
Engagement & Support Chat on
the Discussion Boards page.

NAADAC ENGAGEMENT & SUPPORT CHAT
NAADAC staff will be available in the chat boxes for each
education session and in the NAADAC Engagement &
Support Chat discussion board to answer questions and
provide support.
Just click on “Discussion Boards” in the Menu or “NAADAC
Support” on the Home page of the conference platform
during conference hours. We look forward to hearing from
you!
NAADAC staff will be online in the NAADAC Engagement
& Support Chat during the following times:
November 30
8:00am - 4:00pm AKT
(12:00pm - 8:00pm ET)
December 1
8:00am - 4:30pm AKT
(12:00pm - 8:30pm ET)

After the conference is over, make
sure to fill out the Overall
Conference Evaluation Survey by
clicking on the “Event Survey” icon
in the Menu.
You can also provide feedback on
every conference session you attend! After a session has concluded, take a few minutes and fill out
the Session Feedback Survey. You
can find each session’s survey on
the individual session page.
Access individual session pages by clicking the “Full Agenda”
icon in the Menu or on the Home page. From there, click on
“Session Feeback Survey.”

ADDITIONAL ITEMS IN THE MENU
Event Chat
Network one-on-one with your fellow addiction professionals through the Conference Event Chat! Click on “Event
Feed” at the top of your screen and then click on “View All”
next to Messages to start chatting or see the messages you
have already received.
Event Feed
Throughout the conference, you will recieve notifications
about events, activities, and resources. All of these notifications will be housed in the Virtual Conference Event Feed.
To access the feed, click on “Announcements” in the Menu.
or click on “Event Feed” at the top of your screen, and then
click on “View All” next to Alerts.
NAADAC Bookstore
Pick up some educational resources and NAADAC swag by
going to the NAADAC Bookstore! Click on “NAADAC
Bookstore” in the Menu or “Bookstore” on the Home page
to access the NAADAC Bookstore.
Conference CE Claim Process
After the conference is over, click on “Claim CEs” on the
Home page or “CE Claim Process Instructions” in the Menu,
and you will be taken straight to the NAADAC website
where you can find information on how to collect your CEs.
NAADAC Profile
Go into your NAADAC profile right from the conference
platform by clicking on “Log into NAADAC profile” in the
Menu.
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CONTINUING EDUCATION
CONTINUING EDUCATION APPROVAL
Participants may earn up to 27 Continuing Education (CE)
hours at this conference by attending the live conference and
watching missed sessions on-demand, or by watching all sessions on-demand.
Trainings provided at this year’s conference satisfy Alaska
Commission for Behavioral Health Certification (ACBHC)
Qualified Addiction Professional (QAP) category requirements. Please see the schedule on pages 10 - 14 to see which
session satisfies which ACBHC QAP category.

solely the responsibility of the attendee, and NAADAC
cannot be held responsible for this information. NAADAC
staff members are not allowed to provide you with these
words.
By obtaining a CE certificate for a session, you are attesting
that you attended the full duration of the training. Obtaining
a CE certificate for a training you did not complete is an ethical violation that could result in loss of certification, license,
and/or NAADAC membership.

This educational program has been approved and is accepted
for continuing education hours by the following:
• NAADAC, the Association for Addiction Professionals
for continuing education credits. NAADAC Provider
#189.
• Alaska Commission for Behavioral Health Certification
(ACBHC).
• National Board of Certified Counselors (NBCC) as an
Approved Continuing Education Provider, ACEP No.
5703. NAADAC is solely responsible for all aspects of
this program.
• The American Probation & Parole Association has approved NAADAC, the Association for Addiction
Professionals as a continuing education provider.
• Mental Health and Addiction Certification Board of
Oregon (MHACBO).
• Washington State Department of Health.
• California Association for Alcohol/Drug Educators
(CAADE) (#CP30 696 P 0000).
• California Consortium of Addiction Programs &
Professionals (CCAPP/CFAAP/CAADAC) Provider #OS07-100-0822.
• California Association of DUI Treatment Programs
Provider (#174).
• The Peer Recovery Support Track is approved by ASAPNYCB for continuing education credits (CARC, CRPA).

2. Take Session Word CE Quizzes online. Log in to your
NAADAC profile by visiting www.my.naadac.org. Please
use the same login information used to register for the
conference. If you are unable to remember your login information, please use the retrieval link on the sign-in
page. If you need further assistance, please contact
NAADAC at naadac@naadc.org or call 703.741.7686.
Once you are logged in, click on (1) My Profile in the black
left menu, then (2) the Purchases tab, and (3) CE Exams &
Quizzes in the light grey left menu. All Session Word CE
Quizzes for the Fifth Annual Alaska Training Institute are
listed here. Locate the CE Quiz for your session and (4)
click Details.

For a full list of other state licensure and certification boards
accepting NAADAC CEs, please visit www.naadac.org/naadac-ce-acceptance.

INSTRUCTIONS TO RECEIVE CE HOURS &
CERTIFICATES FOR SESSIONS ATTENDED
1. Track attended sessions and the “Session Words.” Under
“Resources” on the Home page and Menu sections of the
virtual conference platform, you will find a Word of the
Session & CE Tracking Form. Please use this form to track
each session’s word. You can also click here to download
the form from the NAADAC website.
For each session, write down the specific “Session Word”
announced at the beginning and end of each session.
Without this word, you will be unable to receive credit for
the session attended. Please note that session tracking is
8
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3. Take Quiz by Entering Session Word. Once inside an individual CE quiz, click Take Quiz. Read the instructions and
click Click to Begin. Answer the single question by supplying the Session Word for that conference session.
4. After all evaluation questions are complete, your CE certificate for the educational session will appear automatically for you to print now or save for later, and a copy will
be emailed to you automatically.
5. Repeat the steps for each educational session attended
to obtain all earned CEs for the conference.
Questions about the CE process? Please visit www.naadac.
org/2020-ak-training-institute-ces or contact Allison White
at awhite@naadac.org.

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR SPONSORS AND EXHIBITORS

PLATINUM SPONSOR

GOLD SPONSOR

BRONZE SPONSORS

SPONSOR
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DAILY SCHEDULE: MONDAY
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 2020 - 13 CES
9:00AM - 9:15AM AKT (1:00PM - 1:15PM ET)
WELCOME & OPENING
CE HOURS: 0.25
Cynthia Moreno Tuohy, BSW, NCAC II, CDC III, SAP, Malcolm
Horn, PhD, LCSW, MAC, SAP, and Courtney Donovan, PhD
Join NAADAC Executive Director Cynthia Moreno Tuohy,
BSW, NCAC II, CDC III, SAP, AAPA President Courtney
Donovan, PhD, and outgoing NAADAC Northwest Regional
Vice President Malcolm Horn, PhD, LCSW, MAC, SAP, for
opening remarks.
9:15AM - 10:00AM AKT (1:15PM - 2:00PM ET)
KEYNOTE SESSION
ACBHC QAP Category: Special Issues in Behavioral Health
State of Alaska
CE HOURS: 0.75
Leah Van Kirk and Heather Phelps
Representatives of the Alaska Division of Behavioral Health
(DBH) will provide an overview of how the Alaska Department
of Health and Social Services is actively responding to the
COVID-19 Pandemic. This will include how DBH collaborates
with behavioral health service providers to help guide them
in providing high quality behavioral health services despite
the challenges posed by the pandemic. The presentation will
cover additional strategies to mitigate the impact of
COVID-19 on mental health, and the community supports
implemented to address associated risk factors for suicide.
Services highlighted include the AK Responders Relief Line,
the Alaska SAMHSA COVID-19 Emergency Mental Health
and Substance Use Treatment grant, the COVID-19 Response
Individual Services Program (CRISP), Federal Coronavirus
Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act (CARES), Division of
Behavioral Health Guidance documents, and efforts involving opioid treatment programs.
10:00AM - 10:30AM AKT (2:00PM - 2:30PM ET)
Exhibit Hall Break
Take a break, visit our virtual Exhibit Hall, or network!
10:30AM - 11:30AM AKT (2:30PM - 3:30PM ET)
BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Breakout Session
TRACK: Co-occurring Disorders
ACBHC QAP Category: Co-Occurring Disorders
Trauma-Sensitive Relapse Prevention - Part 1
CE HOURS: 1
Michael DeMolina, PhD, LPCS, CDCS, MAC
While the theories, strategies, and interventions of trauma-informed care and relapse prevention are well known
in the behavioral health and substance use fields, they have
not been integrated together until now. This systematic
and methodical approach was developed with and for dozens of clients in 2020, the year of tele-therapy, in order to
work safely with them during times of high stress and
10
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anxiety. This course is respectfully dedicated to the memory of Terrence Gorski, my teacher in Relapse Prevention
Therapy.
Breakout Session
TRACK: Clinical Skills
ACBHC QAP Category: Documentation
Understanding the Elements of a Quality Assessment
CE HOURS: 1
Lynn Eldridge, MEd
Quality assessments lead to quality treatment planning
that ensures clients receive quality care. Individualized
treatment plans specific to client-centered assessment provide a road map that guides the counselor and client in
their individual and group treatment sessions. Understanding
the dynamic among assessment, treatment plans, and progress notes is a foundational skill for effective SUD treatment and will be covered in this training.
Breakout Session
TRACK: Practice Management
ACBHC QAP Category: Principles and Practices of
Supervision
Clinical Supervision and Special Needs - Part 1
CE HOURS: 1
Cynthia Moreno Tuohy, BSW, NCAC II, CDC III, SAP, and
Malcolm Horn, PhD, LCSW, MAC, SAP
Your focus on clinical supervision is different than your
sights on counseling. Come spend the day and work on the
competencies and knowledge to provide effective supervision for counselors in a substance use and co-occurring
disorder treatment environment. Educational experience
only partly prepares people for the actual practice of counseling. Clinical supervision provides the counselor with a
regularly scheduled time to talk with a more experienced
clinician to focus on applying skills to specific patient situations. This workshop will discuss practical models and techniques to provide clinical supervision, including discussion
on ethics and telehealth. This training will present information about how to help counselors learn when and how to
implement particular skills, create a therapeutic alliance
with a diverse group of people, manage their own emotional reactions, manage paperwork and other demands, handle emergencies, and maintain their own sense of hopefulness and self-efficacy in order to be effective.
Breakout Session
TRACK: Peer Recovery Support
ACBHC QAP Category: Recovery, Health, Wellness and
Balance
The Peer Support Profession - Part 1: Choosing Recovery
CE HOURS: 1
Jenifer Galvan, BA, CPC-S
Peer support has a longstanding role in the recovery community, though it was only recently built into the Medicaid
services and accepted as an authentic resource in the

DAILY SCHEDULE: MONDAY
behavioral health community as a whole. Learn about the
journey each peer support professional takes to help the
next person down the line into recovery. Understand the
new, multifaceted struggles they encounter to be accepted
as community-based service team members, and as they
advocate for fellow consumers, act as the voice for the
voiceless at the treatment team table, and offer a “me, too”
acceptance to those they serve, all while maintaining their
own recovery. Peer support professionals are in a unique
space when it comes to their role on Behavioral Health
Teams. In the beginning, the emotional shift can be intense
while peers learn their duties and get to know their clinical
teams. Give them time to warm up to everyone; you’ll see
firsthand their ability to advocate for everyone, an obvious
love for what peers do, and ownership when a peer’s symptoms surface at work.
11:30AM - 12:00PM AKT (3:30PM - 4:00PM ET)
Exhibit Hall Break
Take a break, visit our virtual Exhibit Hall, or network!
12:00PM - 1:00PM AKT (4:00PM - 5:00PM ET)
BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Breakout Session
TRACK: Co-occurring Disorders
ACBHC QAP Category: Co-Occurring Disorders
Trauma-Sensitive Relapse Prevention - Part 2
CE HOURS: 1
Michael DeMolina, PhD, LPCS, CDCS, MAC
Please see description on page 10.
Breakout Session
TRACK: Clinical Skills
ACBHC QAP Category: Documentation
Understanding the Elements of a Quality Treatment Plan
CE HOURS: 1
Lynn Eldridge, MEd
Please see description on page 10.
Breakout Session
TRACK: Practice Management
ACBHC QAP Category: Principles and Practices of
Supervision
Clinical Supervision and Special Needs - Part 2
CE HOURS: 1
Cynthia Moreno Tuohy, BSW, NCAC II, CDC III, SAP, and
Malcolm Horn, PhD, LCSW, MAC, SAP
Please see description on page 10.
Breakout Session
TRACK: Peer Recovery Support
ACBHC QAP Category: Recovery, Health, Wellness and
Balance
The Peer Support Profession - Part 2: Working as a Peer
CE HOURS: 1
Jenifer Galvan, BA, CPC-S
Please see description on pages 10 & 11.

1:00PM - 1:30PM AKT (5:00PM - 5:30PM ET)
Exhibit Hall Break
Take a break, visit our virtual Exhibit Hall, or network!
1:30PM - 2:30PM AKT (5:30PM - 6:30PM ET)
BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Breakout Session
TRACK: Co-occurring Disorders
ACBHC QAP Category: Co-Occurring Disorders
Trauma-Sensitive Relapse Prevention - Part 3
CE HOURS: 1
Michael DeMolina, PhD, LPCS, CDCS, MAC
Please see description on page 10.
Breakout Session
TRACK: Clinical Skills
ACBHC QAP Category: Documentation
Understanding the Golden Thread from Assessment to
Progress Notes
CE HOURS: 1
Lynn Eldridge, MEd
Please see description on page 10.
Breakout Session
TRACK: Practice Management
ACBHC QAP Category: Principles and Practices of
Supervision
Clinical Supervision and Special Needs - Part 3
CE HOURS: 1
Cynthia Moreno Tuohy, BSW, NCAC II, CDC III, SAP, and
Malcolm Horn, PhD, LCSW, MAC, SAP
Please see description on page 10.
Breakout Session
TRACK: Peer Recovery Support
ACBHC QAP Category: Recovery, Health, Wellness and
Balance
The Peer Support Profession - Part 3: Adding Peers to
your Teams
CE HOURS: 1
Jenifer Galvan, BA, CPC-S
Please see description on pages 10 & 11.
2:30PM - 3:30PM AKT (6:30PM - 7:30PM ET)
Exhibit Hall
Visit our virtual Exhibit Hall!
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DAILY SCHEDULE: MONDAY & TUESDAY
3:30PM - 4:30PM AKT (7:30PM - 8:30PM ET )
Virtual Mutual Support Meeting
This peer-run recovery support group will be facilitated by
Ted Perkins of SMART Recovery USA and is open to all conference registrants.
Sponsored by SMART Recovery USA.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 2020 - 14 CES
8:00AM - 9:00AM AKT (12:00PM - 1:00PM ET)
Exhibit Hall
Visit our virtual Exhibit Hall!
9:00AM - 10:30AM AKT (1:00PM - 2:30PM ET)
KEYNOTE SESSION
ACBHC QAP Category: Working with Diverse Populations
Cultural Humility in Practice: Promoting an Inclusive
Environment to Those We Serve
CE HOURS: 1.5
Gary Ferguson II, BS, ND
Many of us value diversity in our work serving others, yet often trainings in cultural competency can seem like they
“check the box” when compared to a real discussion regarding incorporating sensitivity to those we serve. In this presentation, we will discuss ways to more deeply stretch into
true cultural humility and also understand how we can have
“conversations that matter” within our organizations that
translate into better care for our clients.
10:30AM - 11:00AM AKT (2:30PM - 3:00PM ET)
Exhibit Hall Break
Take a break, visit our virtual Exhibit Hall, or network!
11:00AM - 12:00PM AKT (3:00PM - 4:00PM ET)
BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Breakout Session
TRACK: Co-occurring Disorders
ACBHC QAP Category: Special Issues in Behavioral
Health
Pandemic, Economic Uncertainty, Compounding Natural
Disasters, Political Turmoil: Addressing the Rapidly Rising
Behavioral Health Needs of Caregivers and Communities
CE HOURS: 1
Danny Gladden, MBA, MSW, LCSW, Rachel Gearhart, LCSW,
CDC I, and Angela Tate, MEd, LPC
This year has seen an unprecedented rise in the behavioral
health needs of both clinicians and consumers as a result of
COVID-19, public unrest, economic uncertainty, political
turmoil and natural disasters. The physical effects of this
compounded chaos are easy to see, but the invisible effects of fear, isolation, financial stress and uncertainty have
created an environment for mental health and substance
use issues to compound significantly and must be urgently
addressed and prioritized. This presentation will focus on
the needs of both clinicians and the individuals they serve
in the community who are dealing with challenges that
have deepened in 2020.
12
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Breakout Session
TRACK: Clinical Skills
ACBHC QAP Category: NAADAC Confidentiality
Confidentiality Rule Changes and 42 CFR
CE HOURS: 1
H. Westley Clark, MD, JD, MPH, CAS, FASAM
This presentation will review the latest legislation on 42
USC 290dd-2(b), which migrates a portion of the substance
use disorder confidentiality regulations into HIPAA.
Participants will be presented with both the update and a
discussion of the integration of the amended 42 USC
290dd-2. In addition, a review of the most current regulations put out by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration (SAMHSA) will be presented. A
reconciliation between the new statute and the most recent regulations will be discussed.
Breakout Session
TRACK: Practice Management
ACBHC QAP Category: Special Issues in Behavioral
Health
Planning and Development of an Effective Tele-health
Program in a MAT Setting
CE HOURS: 1
Ronald J. Vlasaty, Jr., BA
This presentation will review the planning/development of
a tele-health program, which includes: 1) conducting patient surveys (focus on living environment, recovery support systems and technology), determination of patient
readiness to receive telehealth services, and communication with staff to decide on the goals and expectations with
a strong focus on providing patients with supportive services; 2) evaluating the effectiveness of such a program by
conducting patient satisfaction surveys, reviewing treatment access and retention data, and continuing staff communication regarding their own satisfaction and continued
expectations; and 3) implementing changes to the telehealth process and rolling this out on a longer term basis by
updating patient surveys, gathering staff input and reviewing patient satisfaction survey results.
Breakout Session
TRACK: Peer Recovery Support
ACBHC QAP Category: Principles and Practices of
Supervision
Supervision of Peer Specialists
CE HOURS: 1
Shannon Harris, CDCS, NCAC I
Presenter Shannon Harris will present on her experience in
the development, launch, and supervision of peer support
professionals at Set Free Alaska. She will begin by ensuring
everyone understands the definition of peer support and
clarify the roles and responsibilities of a peer support professional. At a high level, she will describe the purpose and
functions of supervision for a peer support professional.
She will explore the importance of culture, language, and

DAILY SCHEDULE: TUESDAY
appropriate training when integrating peer support professionals into an agency. She will close the presentation by
briefly sharing Alaska’s progress on the creation and implementation of the peer support certification process.
12:00PM - 12:30PM AKT (4:00PM - 4:30PM ET)
Exhibit Hall Break
Take a break, visit our virtual Exhibit Hall, or network!
12:30PM - 1:30PM AKT (4:30PM - 5:30PM ET)
BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Breakout Session
TRACK: Co-occurring Disorders
ACBHC QAP Category: Special Issues in Behavioral
Health
Building a Community of Support to Reduce Suicide
CE HOURS: 1
Danny Gladden, MBA, MSW, LCSW, Bart Andrews, PhD, and
Laura Fray, PhD, LMFT
More than 120 Americans die by suicide each day, and suicide is the 10th leading cause of death, according to the
CDC. Social isolation, financial hardships, reduced access
to medical care and overall stress wrought by the COVID-19
pandemic has only intensified this issue. This presentation
will discuss the pros and cons of universal screening; the
impact of the pandemic, community unrest and economic

instability have on suicide risk; best practices and technological innovations in suicide screening; and the impact of
the zero-suicide campaign.
Breakout Session
TRACK: Clinical Skills
ACBHC QAP Category: ASAM Practice
Integrating ASAM Criteria into Practice
CE HOURS: 1
Mita Johnson, EdD, LPC, MAC, SAP, CTHP II
The ASAM Criteria is a comprehensive set of guidelines for
placement, continued stay, transfer, and discharge of clients with substance use and co-occurring disorders. This
workshop will give a broad overview of the six dimensions
of a multidimensional assessment and how to use the information gathered to determine the appropriate level of care
across the continuum of care. These levels of care offer a
concise way to describe the continuum of recovery-oriented addiction services. The discussion will include the use of
a case study to demonstrate how to incorporate the ASAM
Criteria into practice.
Breakout Session
TRACK: Practice Management
ACBHC QAP Category: NAADAC Ethics
Developing a Telemental Health Business
CE HOURS: 1
Jay Ostrowski, MA, NCC, LPC-S, ACS, BC-TMH
As clinical practices incorporate telehealth services, many
wonder how the business of telehealth works. Can you
make a living working full-time online as a solo provider or
a large practice? How are marketing for telemental health,
practice management, and billing different than in-person
services? What kinds of telehealth services are legal and
ethical during the COVID-19 pandemic and after? Learn the
practical inside scoop from Jay Ostrowski, one of the leading experts in telemental health.
Breakout Session
TRACK: Peer Recovery Support
ACBHC QAP Category: Working with Diverse
Populations
The Effectiveness of Peer Recovery in Diverse
Communities
CE HOURS: 1
Masica Jordan, EdD, LCPC, CPRS, and Stephanie Strianse, MA,
NCPRSS
This presentation will review various federally funded projects where peer recovery was used as an evidenced-based
practice with different minority populations. The presentation will also review the Jordan Peer Recovery (JPR) ASK
model, which enables providers to more effectively deliver
culturally responsive care to those in recovery. Lessons
learned when providing peer recovery services as a part of
a federal initiative in response to unrest in Baltimore during
the Freddie Gray riots will be covered. Finally, the
NOVEMBER 3 0 - DECEMBER 1 | FIF TH ANNUAL AL A SK A TR AINING INS TITUTE
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DAILY SCHEDULE: TUESDAY
presentation will discuss a collegiate peer recovery model
that Jordan Peer Recovery implemented and that was
funded by the Department of Labor.
1:30PM - 2:00PM AKT (5:30PM- 6:00PM ET)
Exhibit Hall Break
Take a break, visit our virtual Exhibit Hall, or network!
2:00PM - 3:00PM AKT (6:00PM - 7:00PM ET)
BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Breakout Session
TRACK: Co-occurring Disorders
ACBHC QAP Category: Co-Occurring Disorders
Trauma Informed Care Systems: An Alaska Community
Behavioral Health Organization’s Journey to Becoming
Trauma Informed
CE HOURS: 1
Danny Gladden, MBA, MSW, LCSW, Bryan Hartzler, PhD, and
Brandi Burchett, LPCS, LCAS, MAC
In May of 2019, the Northwest Addiction Technology
Transfer Center partnered with Akeela, Inc.’s Stepping
Stones program, a residential care facility serving women
and children in Anchorage, AK as a pilot site to initiate technical assistance regarding trauma-informed care. This
14-month journey through the phases of exploration,
preparation, implementation, and now sustainability was
meant to engrain the trauma informed tools and practices
in the Stepping Stones program with the prospect of further expansion within Akeela’s programs statewide. This
presentation will discuss Akeela’s experience through this
process and the broader supports provided by Northwest
ATTC.
Breakout Session
TRACK: Clinical Skills
ACBHC QAP Category: NAADAC Ethics
Building Ethics into Practice
CE HOURS: 1
Mita Johnson, EdD, LPC, MAC, SAP, CTHP II
One way to protect clients and the integrity of our profession is to keep ethics in the forefront of our work. This
workshop will help you identify the key components of the
NAADAC Code of Ethics. In addition, there will be a broad
discussion regarding current issues requiring attention
within our profession. Current issues include differentiating ethical vs. legal; professional vs. personal; privacy vs.
confidentiality; scope of practice vs. standards of practice;
boundary crossings vs. boundary violations; and telehealth
vs. in-person delivery.

14
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Breakout Session
TRACK: Practice Management
ACBHC QAP Category: Special Issues in Behavioral
Health
Business Practices in a COVID-19 Environment
CE HOURS: 1
Jerry Jenkins, MEd, LADAC, MAC, and Courtney Donovan,
PhD
NAADAC and AAPA members have experienced unimaginable changes personally and professionally this year due
to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. Changes continue. This session will address potential strategies for dealing
with the continuing need to adapt.
Breakout Session
TRACK: Peer Recovery Support
ACBHC QAP Category: Recovery, Health, Wellness and
Balance
Peer Coaching of the Future: Using Technology to
Overcome Barriers
CE HOURS: 1
Venus Woods, Kerby Kraus, and Julee Douglas
Peer coaches are individuals with lived experience in sustained recovery who are trained to provide action-oriented
support to others on their own journey toward self-determined wellness goals. Peer coaching services are often delivered face-to-face in community settings and frequently
are stand-alone services. We will describe our innovative
approach of delivering peer coaching virtually as part of an
interdisciplinary treatment team. We provide an overview
of participants who have benefitted from peer coaching by
highlighting the role of the peer coach in collaboration with
other team members, the role of technology in interactions
and early outcomes. We conclude with lessons learned in
overcoming barriers to virtual peer coaching from both the
participant and peer coach perspectives.
3:00PM - 3:30PM AKT (7:00PM - 7:30PM ET)
Exhibit Hall Break
Take a break, visit our virtual Exhibit Hall, or network!
3:30PM - 4:00PM AKT (7:30PM - 8:00PM ET)
CLOSING CEREMONY: LOOKING TOWARDS 2021
CE HOURS: 0.5
Cynthia Moreno Tuohy, BSW, NCAC II, CDC III, SAP, Courtney
Donovan, PhD, Malcolm Horn, PhD, LCSW, MAC, SAP, and
Sharon “Shari” B. Rigg, LAC
Wrap up the conference with NAADAC Executive Director
Cynthia Moreno Tuohy, BSW, NCAC II, CDC III, SAP, AAPA
President Courtney Donovan, PhD, outgoing NAADAC
Northwest Regional Vice President Malcolm Horn, PhD,
LCSW, MAC, SAP, and incoming NAADAC Northwest
Regional Vice President Sharon “Shari” B. Rigg, LAC.

Alcohol & Drug Abuse Counselors
Mental Health Clinicians
When you join BBAHC, you’ll find a community of capable healthcare
professionals dedicated to providing quality care to the communities of the
Bristol Bay Region. While working and living in Southwest Alaska, you’ll
also enjoy rugged, pristine landscapes matched by few places on Earth.

Log on to www.bbahc.org or call us directly
For a full job description please call the
BBAHC HR Office - 907-842-9323
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Bart Andrews, PhD, is Chief Clinical Officer at
Behavioral Health Response (BHR). Andrews is
the chair of Missouri’s Suicide Prevention
Network, a member of the Suicide Lifelines STP
committee, a member of the SPRC Steering
Committee, a ZeroSuicide Academy faculty member and a
member of the American Association of Suicidology’s executive committee.
Brandi Burchett, LPCS, LCAS, MAC, joined
Akeela in July 2019 as the Senior Clinical Director
before being promoted in July 2020 to Chief
Clinical Officer. Burchett earned her Master’s
degree in counseling from Webster University
and has over 11 years of counseling experience and 8 years of
clinical supervision experience. She currently holds the credentials of Licensed Professional Counselor Supervisor,
National Certified Counselor, Licensed Clinical Addictions
Specialist, Certified Clinical Supervisor, Approved Counseling
Supervisor, Certified Clinical Trauma Professional and Master
Addiction Counselor. Burchett resides in Wasilla with her
family and takes pleasure in considering herself a lifetime
learner. She enjoys learning, singing, acting, and teaching.
H. Westley Clark, MD, JD, MPH, CAS, FASAM,
is currently the Dean’s Executive Professor of
Public Health at Santa Clara University in Santa
Clara, CA. He is formerly the Director of the
Center for Substance Abuse Treatment,
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration,
U.S. Department of Health and Human Service, where he led
the agency’s national effort to provide effective and accessible treatment to all Americans with addictive disorders. Clark
received a Bachelor of Arts degree in Chemistry from Wayne
State University in Detroit, MI. He also holds a Medical
Doctorate degree and a Master’s degree in Public Health
from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor and a Juris
Doctorate from Harvard University Law School. Clark received his board certification from the American Board of
Psychiatry and Neurology in Psychiatry. He is American Board
of Addiction Medicine (ABAM) certified in Addiction Medicine.
Clark is licensed to practice medicine in California, Maryland,
Massachusetts and Michigan. He is also a member of the
Washington, DC, Bar.
Michael DeMolina, PhD, LPCS, CDCS, MAC,
has more than 30 years of experience as a therapist, trainer and consultant. As a Master Trainer
of EFT and Neuro-Linguistic Psychotherapy
(NLP), he has taught across North and South
America, from the Mohawk Nation in Canada to the Sacred
Valley of Peru. He co-wrote and is the Lead Trainer of the online EFT Certification Course through the Association for
Comprehensive Energy Psychology. A life-long learner,
DeMolina is most interested in exploring where ancient wis16
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dom meets cutting-edge science. He is the founder, President,
and CEO of Wisdom Traditions, an Integrative Healthcare
Center in Anchorage, Alaska.
Courtney Donovan, PhD, began her career in
the behavioral health field nearly 20 years ago
and has worked with a variety of populations, including children and adults in psychiatric environments, as well as in residential and outpatient behavioral health settings. She has a passion for learning
and giving back to her community. Donovan strives to be creative and enjoys challenging those around her to be innovative and confident. In addition to being the Board President
for AAPA, Donovan enjoys serving as the chair of the Alaska
Commission for Behavioral Health Certification, and is involved with several other local and national associations.
Julee Douglas is a lifelong Alaskan and is a Peer
Recovery Coach for Boulder Care. She has been
working in peer support since 2015 when she
was the house manager of a recovery residence
for women coming home after incarceration and
later became the Executive Director. Douglas has been entrenched in the Juneau community and within Alaska to bring
solutions for recovery and reentry. Her passion and work are
fueled by her own lived experience through alcohol use disorder and transformation through recovery.
Lynn Eldridge, MEd, is a Mental Health Clinician
III for the State of Alaska, where she has worked
since 2000. Eldridge is a leader in the state regarding substance use disorders (SUD) and
co-occurring disorders, and her expertise is often relied upon to guide SUD and mental health programs.
Eldridge oversaw all nonprofit and for-profit opioid treatment
programs (OTP) for the State of Alaska, while also assisting
other nonprofit agencies in the development of medication
assisted treatment programs. She has lectured about various
behavioral health topics across the state. Prior to her current
role, Eldridge worked as a clinical director for SUD/mental
health programs serving both youth and adults. She was also
an Adjunct Professor at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.
Gary Ferguson, II, BS, ND, serves as the Director
of Outreach & Engagement at Washington State
University’s Institute for Research and Education
to Advance Community Health (IREACH) located in the Elson S. Floyd College of Medicine. He
is a licensed Naturopathic Doctor and Healthy Communities
Consultant living in Anchorage, Alaska. He is a facilitator, motivational speaker, health coach and technical consultant to
communities and agencies around how to more deeply address contributing factors to health and well-being. Ferguson
is Aleut/Unangax and originally from the Shumagin Islands
community of Sand Point, Alaska. His past positions include
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providing clinical services to his home region at Eastern
Aleutian Tribes, serving at the Alaska Native Tribal Health
Consortium as Senior Director of Community Health Services
and serving as Chief Executive Officer at the Rural Alaska
Community Action Program.
Laura M. Frey, PhD, LMFT, is a licensed marriage
and family therapist and an associate professor
in the Kent School of Social Work at the
University of Louisville. She also serves as the
Clinical Director for their Couple & Family
Therapy Program. Frey has extensive clinical experience providing suicide risk assessments and crisis intervention with
individuals and their families. She has also received funding
from the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention to research the role of family dynamics in addressing adolescent
suicide risk. She previously served as the Conference Chair
for the American Association of Suicidology’s annual conference.
Jenifer Galvan, BA, CPC-S, is a survivor of domestic violence, physical, emotional, and sexual
abuse. At twenty-five years old, she found herself in a place of unfamiliarity, stuck between
wanting to die and wanting to be present to
raise her daughters. In a string of events, from brain surgery,

to being fired from her position at Starbucks because she
“lacked” interpersonal skills, to beginning college, Galvan
would find her calling, own her past, and build her future.
Now, fourteen years into her recovery, twelve years serving in
peer support, and finally in love with life, she is here today to
grow the army of Peer Support as her giveback to the service
that brought her hope, drive, and a way to live her best life
every day.
Rachel Gearhart, LCSW, CDC I, is the Director of
Behavioral Health Services for JAMHI Health &
Wellness, Inc. Before coming to JAMHI, Gearhart
worked at agencies in the cities of Anchorage
and Craig providing complete comprehensive
psychosocial assessments, treatment planning, and group
therapy to adults and children. She has been a licensed clinical social worker in Alaska for over 10 years. She earned her
Master’s degree in Social Work from the Brown School at
Washington University in St. Louis. Gearhart was the 2009
recipient of the Gold Star Award for Service Excellence at the
UHS Good Samaritan Counseling Center. She was the co-recipient of the 2017 JAMHI Quality Award. In 2019, Gearhart
received the Carla Timpone Award for Activism recognized
for community activity by the Alaska Women’s Lobby.

We provide a continuum of care
for individualized Mental Health
and Substance Use treatment for
youth, adults and families.
Please call 907-747-3636 to schedule
an appointment today.
www.sitkacounseling.org | info@scpsak.org
113 Metlakatla Street, Sitka, Alaska 99835
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Danny Gladden, MBA, MSW, LCSW, is a licensed mental health and addiction treatment
clinician and Chief Operating Officer for Akeela,
Inc. Gladden also serves as General Manager
and Director of Behavioral Health for Cerner
Corporation, a global health platform and technology company. With over 13 years of clinical and administrative leadership in the behavioral health and human services space,
Gladden serves as Adjunct Clinical Professor of Social Work
at St. Louis University School of Social Work and has served
as a human services and social work educator since 2010.
Gladden is a licensed clinical social worker (LCSW) licensed to
practice in Missouri and Alaska.
Shannon Harris, CDCS, NCAC I, is certified
through the Alaska Commission for Behavioral
Health as a Chemical Dependency Clinical
Supervisor (CDCS). In addition, she is certified
through NCC AP as an NCAC I. Harris developed
and implemented the Peer Support Program at Set Free
Alaska, and is currently the Program Manager and supervises
a team of six Peer Support Professionals. Harris has been in
the behavioral health field for a total of nine years. In addition
to peer support, she has counseling experience with individuals and groups, is skilled in crisis stabilization, and has worked
in both the outpatient and residential treatment environments. She is currently on the State of Alaska Peer Support
Advisory Board and is passionate about challenging stigma
and facilitating change at the local and state level. She is truly
dedicated to serving others.

currently works as the Director of Mental Health Services for
Rimrock Foundation, a CARF-Accredited co-occurring treatment facility that provides the full American Society of
Addiction Medicine (ASAM) continuum of care in Billings, MT.
She is responsible for ongoing training and education for clinical and support staff and supervises the mental health counseling team. She also teaches two courses at Montana State
University in Billings.
Jerry Jenkins, MEd, LADAC, MAC, has been a
member of NAADAC, the Association for
Addiction Professionals since 1986. He currently serves as the Treasurer for NAADAC and is the
Immediate Past Chair of the National Certification
Commission for Addiction Professionals (NCC AP). He has
over 38 years of experience in treating substance use disorders and mental illness. Jenkins has worked in and managed
community based, outpatient, halfway and residential treatment services. He is currently the Chief Operating Officer for
the Alaska Behavioral Health Association following 15 years
as the CEO of Anchorage/Fairbanks Community Mental
Health Services. He is an advocate for recovery as the expectation for behavioral health care with particular emphasis on
being trauma informed and substance use disorder treatment
professionals having credentials to demonstrate specialized
training, experience and skills.

Bryan Hartzler, PhD, is a Senior Scientist at the
University of Washington’s (UW) Alcohol & Drug
Abuse Institute and affiliate faculty in UW
Psychology. Trained in clinical psychology, he
has committed nearly two decades of professional work as a researcher, therapy trainer, and organizational consultant to the dissemination and implementation of
useful treatment and recovery practices. Hartzler is a longtime member of the Motivational Interviewing Network of
Trainers and past recipient of a National Institute on Drug
Abuse (NIDA)-funded career development award on disseminating contingency management. In 2017, he became the
Director of the SAMHSA-funded Northwest Addiction
Technology Transfer Center (Northwest ATTC) that serves the
addiction workforce in Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington.

Mita M. Johnson, EdD, LPC, MAC, SAP, CTHPII, has been practicing in the world of mental
health, marriage and family, and addictions
counseling for the past 30 years. She earned her
Doctorate in counselor education and supervision and is a core faculty member in the School of Counseling
program at Walden University. In addition, she has a thriving
private practice where she provides clinical supervision, counseling services to our military, and addiction-specific training
and education. She has been providing telebehavioral health
services to individuals and groups for several years and is a
board certified telehealth practitioner. She is involved in regulatory and credentialing activities in Colorado and regional
workforce recruitment and retention activities. Her areas of
specialization include pharmacology, co-occurring disorders,
ethics, culturally-responsive care, and clinical supervision.
She has been an active member of NAADAC for the last 15
years, has served as the Ethics Chair, and began her term as
NAADAC’s President in October 2020.

Malcolm Horn, PhD, LCSW, MAC, SAP, received
her Doctorate degree in Psychology, with a
teaching emphasis, from Walden University. She
is a Licensed Clinical Social Worker and is licensed by the state of Montana as an Addiction
Counselor. She also has accreditation from NCC AP as a
Master Addiction Counselor (MAC) and is a U.S. Department
of Transportation Substance Abuse Professional (SAP). She

Masica Jordan, EdD, LCPC, CPRS, is the CEO of
The MJ Group, which offers educational programs, a training institute and provides services
globally. Jordan has used this platform to advance efforts to help minority communities and
the nation address the opioid epidemic. Jordan is also a professor at the University of Maryland’s Bowie State University
and serves on the advisory board for Trimm International
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Global Leadership, as well as several other boards. Jordan has
assisted over fifty agencies and three countries in developing
peer support programs. She has served as a subject matter
expert for several non-profits throughout the United States
and internationally in the areas of peer recovery.
Kerby Kraus is a Peer Recovery Coach with
Boulder Care. He is a national activist and a person in long term recovery from a substance use
disorder. Kraus has been a key member of creating peer support services in Alaska through his
partnership with statewide organizations. He believes it is important to change the stigma around addiction recovery and
create recovery pathways for those seeking help.
Cynthia Moreno Tuohy, BSW, NCAC II, CDC III,
SAP, is the Executive Director of NAADAC, the
Association for Addiction Professionals, and has
worked as an addiction professional for 48 years.
She has been a trainer in Domestic Violence/
Anger Management and Conflict Resolution for over 30 years,
as well as an international, national and state trainer. Moreno
Tuohy is also a curriculum writer in addiction screening and
evaluation, counseling methods, conflict resolution, co-occurring disorders, ethics, documentation, and medicated assisted treatment and recovery, and has written articles published in national and other trade magazines. Her book, “Rein
in Your Brain: from Impulsivity to Thoughtful Living in

Recovery,” was released in May 2014 through Hazelden
Publishers. She has served as President of NAADAC,
Certification Board Commissioner, International Chair,
Treasurer and Legislative Chair for NAADAC.
Jay Ostrowski, MA, NCC, LPC-S, ACS, BC-TMH,
is the CEO of Behavioral Health Innovation and
Adaptive Telehealth, where he leads the development and deployment telehealth services and
creates HIPAA-secure software. He serves as a
telehealth consultative and implementation partner for the
Mid-Atlantic Telehealth Resource Center and directs the
Telebehavioral Health Center of Excellence. He has over 15
years of experience in telemental health and building telehealth businesses.
Heather Phelps received her Master’s degree in
human development and family relationships
from the University of Connecticut. Since moving to Alaska in 1998, she has worked in the behavioral health field in state government, nonprofit agencies, and in the private sector. Her professional
experience ranges from providing substance use disorder
treatment in a therapeutic community, to behavioral health
services for adolescents at McLaughlin Youth Center, and
overseeing medication assisted treatment at the Department
of Corrections. In her current position at the Division of
Behavioral Health, Phelps provides grant program manage-

The Alaska Training Cooperative - Who We Are
Mission & Goals
The Alaska Training Cooperative (AKTC)
promotes career development opportunities for direct service workers,*
supervisors, and professionals in the field
engaged with Alaska Mental Health Trust
Authority beneficiaries,** by ensuring
that technical assistance and training is
accessible and coordinated.

Goal 1

Goal 2

Facilitate and maintain coordination and collaboration of
training entities
Technical assistance to support
training opportunities, training
needs and gaps identified by
providers serving Trust beneficiaries.

ww

w.a
ktc
.or
g

Learning Management System (LMS)
Online Catalog of Trainings
•

Online catalog of statewide trainings
where training providers can list
their events for no charge.

•

Web-based system that offers a
onestop shop to browse for available
trainings, registrater and pay.

In addition, the AKTC is dedicated to collaborating with Alaskan communities to
train rural behavioral health care providers by blending evidence-based practices
with traditional wisdom.

Goal 3

Document and report training
data.

•

FREE to sign-up. Review, register
and pay for trainings online.

Goal 4

Increase and enhance evidence-based training delivery.

•

*Direct service worker is a position that requires a bachelor’s degree or less and works at
least 75% directly with consumers.

Goal 5

Increase availability of quality
training to equip the home
and community-based and
behavorial health workforce
to provide culturally attuned
services throughout Alaska and
for our unique Alaska Native
populations.

E-portfolio for individualized tracking of your trainings, conferences
and educational participation.

•

Log on today and check out what’s
available for you on the AKTC LMS!

** Beneficiary groups include: mental illness,
developmental disabilities, chronic alcoholism
and other substance related disorders, Alzheimer’s and related dementia, and traumatic
brain injuries.

Join more than 10,000 current users
taking advantage of the training
available through the LMS.
www.aktclms.org
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ment in the substance use disorder quality assurance team.
She is a licensed professional counselor (LPC) and approved
LPC supervisor.
Stephanie Strianse, MA, NCPRSS, is a Certified
Peer Recovery Support Specialist and holds a
Master’s degree in forensic psychology from
Marymount University in Arlington, Virginia. She
currently serves as the Program Director for the
largest permanent supportive housing case management
agency in Washington DC, serving nearly 600 formerly homeless individuals and families. She also serves as Director of
Operations for Jordan Peer Recovery and manages nationally
approved peer recovery specialist certification training for individuals in recovery. Strianse has conducted training courses
and train-the-trainer courses across the country using the
Jordan Peer Recovery training method. Strianse consults and
trains behavioral health staff on topics such as crisis intervention, project management, harm reduction, trauma-informed
care, and professional development.
Reverend Angela Tate, MEd, LPC, has over 20
years of experience in non-profit leadership, including most recently at Behavioral Health
Response (BHR), where she served as Vice
President of Operations. Tate received her
Bachelor of Arts degree in Psychology from Maryville

Give Back This Holiday
Season by Donating to NERF!
Your tax-deductible contributions help
the NAADAC Education and Research
Foundation (NERF):
Provide scholarships to NAADAC
conferences (over 700 given in 2020!),
Support professional development for
addiction professionals,
Support advocacy efforts,
And more!
We can do so much more with your
support. Make a difference by donating
today!
Learn more at www.naadac.org/naadaceducation-and-research-foundation.
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University and her Master of Education in Counseling degree
from the University of Missouri-St Louis. She currently serves
as the Associate Pastor of West Side Baptist Church in St.
Louis, MO. Tate is a sought after conference speaker and
workshop facilitator, often speaking about topics such as selfcare, leadership, suicide prevention, and mental health and
the church.
Leah Van Kirk is the Suicide Prevention
Coordinator for the State of Alaska, Division of
Behavioral Health. She manages and provides
technical assistance to prevention grantees for
the
Comprehensive
Behavioral
Health
Prevention and Early Intervention grant. Van Kirk graduated
from Concordia University and holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in child development. She has over 20 years of professional experience working with vulnerable Alaskans in the
field of child protection, corrections and education. Van Kirk
was born and raised in Alaska. She and her husband have four
children and live in the Juneau area.
Ronald Vlasaty, BA, has served as the Chief
Operating Officer of the Family Guidance
Centers, Inc. since 1999. He is responsible for
the oversight of the company’s inpatient and
outpatient substance use disorder and mental
health treatment and prevention programs, as well as the operation of two hospital based medical detoxification programs. Vlasaty is currently the Chairperson for the Illinois
Advisory Council for the Division of Substance Use Prevention
and also the Chair for the Medication Assisted Recovery
Committee of the Illinois Opioid Crisis Response Advisory
Council. Prior to 1999, Vlasaty was the Deputy Director of
the Illinois Department of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse,
Bureau of Administration. He received his Bachelor’s degree
in Criminal Justice from the University of Illinois at Chicago.
Venus Woods is the Director of HIV Prevention
and Education at the Four A’s. Under her leadership, Four A’s provides critical harm reduction
services through Four A’s Syringe Access
Program (FASAP). The largest syringe access
provider in the state, this program distributed just under one
million syringes in 2019 and disposed of even more used syringes, greatly reducing the risk of sharing needles and spreading disease. Not only does FASAP reduce risk of HIV transmission for drug users, it is a safe space where clients can come
without judgment – a place where they know they are cared
for and can access resources and information on how to begin
down the road to recovery should they choose. She is a certified Moral Recognition Therapy (MRT) Facilitator and has facilitated groups for community reentry programs, community
residential centers, and the Alaska Federal Hope Court.
Woods is also a peer recovery coach with Boulder Care.

Bridgeway Recovery Services
is hiring
Co-Occurring Therapists!
Join our Nationally Accredited,
trauma-informed team!

"National Accreditation now recognizes Bridgeway as
one of the premier providers of behavioral health
care in the country, and it’s due to our daily
commitment to be the best we can be."
-Tim Murphy, CEO of Bridgeway Recovery Services

A sign-on bonus of up to $1,000 is available! Successful candidates for these positions
will receive assistance in obtaining their CADC if they do not already have it.
To learn more and apply, visit www.bridgewayrecovery.com/careers
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HOW TO NAVIGATE THE VIRTUAL EXHIBIT HALL
The Virtual Exhibit Hall is fully interactive, allowing attendees to engage with participating companies. You will have the
opportunity to visit individual booths, learn about the products and services, and connect with each exhibit booth
representative. Explore the latest trends in the addiction field and find the latest solutions to fit your needs.
You can access the Virtual Exhibit Hall by clicking on the “Virtual Exhibit Hall” icon in the Menu or “Exhibit Hall” on the
Home page of the virtual conference platform.

DEDICATED EXHIBIT HALL HOURS
Each day of the virtual conference
will have dedicated exhibit hall
hours. No sessions or other conference programming will take place
during this time to give you uninterrupted opportunities to explore the
virtual exhibit hall.
Please note that the exhibit hall is
open at all times during the event.
The hours listed below are the
times that won’t conflict with any
other conference programming.
November 30

10:00am - 10:30am AKT
(2:00pm - 2:30pm ET)
11:30am - 12:00pm AKT
(3:30pm - 4:00pm ET)
1:00pm - 1:30pm AKT
(5:00pm - 5:30pm ET)
2:30pm - 3:30pm AKT
(6:30pm - 7:30pm ET)

December 1

8:00am - 9:00am AKT
(12:00pm - 1:00pm ET)
10:30am - 11:00am AKT
(2:30pm - 3:00pm ET)
12:00pm - 12:30pm AKT
(4:00pm - 4:30pm ET)
1:30pm - 2:00pm AKT
(5:30pm - 6:00pm ET)
3:00pm - 3:30pm AKT
(7:00pm - 7:30pm ET)

LIVE CHAT & VIDEO
In each exhibit booth there will be
a blue “chat with us” icon. Click to
begin a chat with the booth representative(s) that is present in the
booth at that time. The schedule
for each exhibitor’s availability to
chat is posted in the “About” section of the booth profile.
Chat with over a dozen exhibitors
22
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daily and play the Play to Win Challenge. Gather codes from
participating exhibitors and sponsors, to earn points to win
one of three prizes, including a complimentary NAADAC
2021 Annual Conference registration, a complimentary
2021 Annual Alaska Training Institute registration, or one
year of free NAADAC membership. Click the “Play to Win”
icon on the virtual platform’s Menu or Home Page for more
information.

PLAY TO WIN CHALLENGE
ARE YOU IN IT TO WIN IT?
Join in the fun with our Fifth Annual
Alaska Training Institute Play to Win
Challenge!
Winning is easy. All you have to do
is explore the virtual exhibit booths
and connect with exhibitors and
sponsors through video chats!
When you see or receive codes for
the challenge, take note and then
enter it into the PLAY TO WIN section & just like that, you’ve redeemed points!
WHAT CAN I WIN?
1st Place:

Free NAADAC 2021 Annual
Conference Registration

2nd Place: Free 2021 Annual Alaska Training
Institute Registration
3rd Place: Free One Year NAADAC Membership
HOW CAN I WIN?
All players who reach the maximum number of points will
be entered into a raffle and the three winners will be chosen
from a random drawing.
The contest closes at 2:00pm AKT (6:00pm ET) on Tuesday,
December 1 and winners will be announced at 3:30pm AKT
(7:30pm ET).
All winners will be notified via email.

EXHIBITORS
Alaska Behavioral Health
WWW.ALASKABEHAVIORALHEALTH.ORG
Peer Support is a longstanding role in the recovery community. Learn the complexities involved in choosing and living
recovery. Then moving into a helping role as a Peer Support
Professional and the new multifaceted struggles that surface
from making such a transition while maintaining self-care and
independent recovery.
Alaska Training Cooperative/UAA CHD
WWW.ALASKACHD.ORG
The Alaska Training Cooperative (AKTC) promotes career
development opportunities for direct service workers, supervisors, and behavioral health professionals in the field engaged with Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority beneficiaries, by ensuring that technical assistance and training is
accessible and coordinated. Our training and technical staff
collaborate with communities and partners to offer training/
training assistance to agencies, organizations, businesses,
and associations providing services to Trust beneficiary populations.
AMFM Mental Health and Addiction
WWW.AMFMTREATMENT.COM
A Mission for Michael is the premier resource for intensive,
acute mental health treatment. With an astonishing 2 to 1 client-to-staff ratio, each client in our facility receives individual
care 24-hours-a-day, overseen by our team of all-doctorate-or-masters-level clinicians. As you enter our facility, you’ll
soon notice that we’re different from most mental health
treatment centers. With an intensive focus on clinical evidence-based treatment, along with personalized and compassionate care, we offer mental health treatment that
changes lives.
Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation
WWW.BBAHC.ORG
BBAHC has a wide range of available positions in the health
care field. We are currently searching for candidates for the
following positions: Alcohol & Drug Abuse Counselors and
Mental Health Clinicians.
For more information please visit our website ~ www.bbahc.
org.
Cornerstone Recovery
WWW.CORNERSTONERECOVERYCLINIC.ORG
Cornerstone Recovery is a faith-based IOP/OP recovery program for substance use disorders. Licensed Professional
Counselors use evidenced based treatment modalities and
the latest in addiction-based resources to treat the whole
person and allows a safe place to address the addiction while
also offering clients restoration with their relationship with
God.

Emergent BioSolutions
WWW.NARCAN.COM
Emergent BioSolutions is a global life sciences company dedicated to one simple mission—to protect and enhance life.
We develop, manufacture, and deliver a portfolio of medical
countermeasures for biological and chemical threats as well
as emerging infectious diseases.
Hazelden Publishing
WWW.HAZELDENBETTYFORD.ORG
Hazelden Publishing is a leader in development of evidence-based substance use disorder prevention and treatment curricula. Its evidence-based programs, books, videos,
apps and other Web-based solutions are used by schools, behavioral health-care agencies, treatment centers and state,
county and municipal programs throughout country.
Hazelden Publishing also provides on-site and Web-based
training.
Lakeside-Milam Recovery Centers
WWW.LAKESIDEMILAM.COM
We know that substance use disorder is a primary illness.
Our treatment consists of medication assisted withdrawal
management, lectures, and the development of a treatment
plan incorporating counseling, nutritional and physical therapy, 12-Step programming, and stress-management techniques. Recovery unfolds in a setting which is overwhelmingly positive, respectful, and safe.
NVU M.S. in Clinical Mental Health Counseling
WWW.NORTHERNVERMONT.EDU/MS-CLINICAL-MENTAL-HEALTH-COUNSELING
The NVU M.S. in Clinical Mental Health Counseling (formerly
at SNHU), offered in Anchorage, AK for over 20 years, is
highly accessible to working adults, has a recovery-oriented
approach to Mental Health and Substance Use Disorders,
and prepares graduates for licensure as LPCs. Classes meet
One-Weekend-A-Month (in person or remote).
Sitka Counseling
WWW.SITKACOUNSELING.ORG
Sitka Counseling prevents and reduces the harmful effects of
mental illness and substance use disorder in the lives of
youth, adults, and families. We provide caring, professional,
therapeutic, and preventative services. We are a 501c3
non-profit corporation.
SMART Recovery USA, Inc.
WWW.SMARTRECOVERY.ORG
Founded in 1994, SMART Recovery (Self-Management and
Recovery Training) is a global, nonprofit organization that
helps people overcome problematic addictive behavior
through free in-person and online recovery support meetings. SMART provides evidence-based tools that work for
participants regardless of their thoughts, beliefs and perspective. We’re flexible, non-stigmatizing, self-empowering,
and MAT-compatible.
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EXHIBITORS
Southcentral Foundation
WWW.SOUTHCENTRALFOUNDATION.COM
Southcentral Foundation is an Alaska Native-owned, nonprofit health care organization serving nearly 65,000 Alaska
Native and American Indian people living in Anchorage,
Matanuska-Susitna Borough and 55 rural villages in the
Anchorage Service Unit.
The Stemss Training Institute
WWW.STEMSSINSTITUTE.ORG
The STEMSS® Training Institute - providing quality, evidence-based training for behavioral health clinicians and
consultation for treatment agencies since 1984. As a
NAADAC Approved Education Provider, we provide focused
training and Continuing Education widely accepted for certification and license renewal by most states and Tribal governments. “Training at the speed of change!”

population. Currently, our facility is equipped to provide
counseling for both mental health and substance use disorder issues, psychological and neuropsychological testing,
medication management, medically assisted treatment services, as well as primary care. By providing these services in
a single facility, we can care for our clients with seamless integration and communication, to better treat each individual
as a whole.
Workit Health
WWW.WORKITHEALTH.COM
Workit Health brings digital substance use disorder treatment including medication for opioid and alcohol use disorders to Alaska. The 100% virtual program offers therapeutic
courses, video visits with clinicians, recovery groups, and virtual drug testing. Individuals can sign up online in 5 minutes
at workithealth.com/alaska or call 907-268-2327.

Wisdom Traditions Counseling Services
WWW.ALASKAWISDOMRECOVERY.COM
At Wisdom Traditions, our goal is to address a wide spectrum
of patient care needs. Each program that we offer was created in response to the unmet requirements of our patient

Holiday Bookstore

SALE

ENJOY 10% OFF ALL NAADAC BOOKSTORE PRODUCTS!

Basics of Addiction
Clinical Supervision: An
Overview of Functions, Processes Counseling Desk Reference
Three-Volume Set
and Methodology Manual

NAADAC
Apparel and Gifts

AND SO MUCH MORE! SHOP NOW!

USE CODE HOLIDAY2020 | SALE ENDS DEC. 31 |
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